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ZLI is now an affiliate of BH Photo, meaning that if you buy your photo or video equipment from us,
B&H Photo will help ZLI to support its scholarship programs and continue its charitable work to
advance animal welfare and wildlife conservation! You can buy anything you want through the link
below and it will aid us, but we suggest these particular items to make it easy.

ZLI Night Vision Selection
ZLI Bushnell Binoculars
Suitable for both night and day vision, the 4x50 Equinox Z Digital Night Vision Bi-ocular from Bushnell features a
digital night vision sensor that is completely resistant to bright light and has an unlimited lifetime. The right
objective aperture is dedicated to provide a single optical path for a bi-ocular viewing, while the left objective
aperture houses a built-in infrared illuminator. The optics offer a notable 4x magnification that will keep image
jitter low when you use this NVD as a handheld device. The 50mm objective allows your bi-ocular device to collect
more light than an average device, which will further increase the brightness of your images and videos. If the
ambient infrared from the moon and the stars doesn't provide enough illumination, you can use a built-in infrared
light to ensure your target's visibility. With a variable output power, the infrared light source should add sufficient
brightens to your targets. To offer versatility, the bi-ocular also has adjustable digital coarse focus and a video
output.

ZLI Portable Night Photography
ZLI DSLR Sony A7s II
The a7S II Mirrorless Digital Camera from Sony offers an impressive blend of sensitivity, dynamic range, resolution,
and speed to benefit a versatile multimedia workflow. Revolving around a full-frame 12.2MP Exmor CMOS sensor,
the a7S II is capable of internal UHD 4K recording at 30 fps with full pixel readout as well as 1080p recording at up
to 120 fps, all in the XAVC S format. For both stills and video recording, the BIONZ X image processor also pairs
with the sensor to enable expanded sensitivity to ISO 409600, continuous shooting to 5 fps, and fast intelligent
autofocus with low-light sensitivity to -4 EV.
Our kit combines the a7S II with two lenses, the Sony FE 70-200mm f/2.8 GM OSS Lens with Polarizing Lens and
the Sony Distagon T* FE 35mm f/1.4 ZA Lens, also fitted with a Polarizing lens to enable clear wildlife and
landscape shots.

ZLI Professional Night Video Kit
Canon ME20F-SH Cinema Package
Canon has taken their powerful yet small ME20F-SH and combined it with a variety of accessories to create the
ME20F-SH Cinema Package. The camera and included items make for a flexible and tantalizing camera package.
Included in the accessories are a Zacuto Mini Baseplate, Atomos Shogun Flame, 240GB SanDisk SSD, Delvcam
articulating arm, IDX Endura V-Mount battery system, HDMI cable, and 4-Pin XLR power cable. The camera itself is
only a little bit larger than the full-frame sensor it houses, yet it captures Full HD with a rated ISO of over 4 million.
It will capture up to 60p and features a locking Canon Cinema EF mount..
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